WHERE EVERYONE KNOWS OUR NAME

2017

Cascade High School
"The best view comes after the most difficult climb."
Dear Cascade,
We are proud to announce that our yearbook theme is, "Where Everyone Knows Our Name." We believe this theme is fitting for our high school because Cascade is a place where students are all free to express their ideas, their personalities, their interests, and their knowledge with no judgment. We can see that everyone has an identity: every student, every club, every sport. Each deserves to be called by name. Throughout the yearbook, we’ve given descriptions or titles to sports and activities, and have intentionally chosen words that we think fit best with each. We believe these words show the true commitment of each individual and group. You are the real pride of our school! We see how unique you all are. As a small, close-knit community, we know that everyone else can see it too. We are proud to acknowledge that Cascade is one of the few places where everyone truly knows each other's names.
Sincerely,
Your 2017 yearbook editors,
Lizeth Vizcaino
Abigail Brown
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[a] Wyatt Lambert and Toni Haarhues share a laugh in Ms. Johnson's English class.


[c] Milani Alejo and Connor Head pose for a picture in the hall.

[d] Cesar Onate dabs dramatically next to Julian Martinez.

[e] Lizbeth Hernandez-Delgado, Joshua Pinneo, and Jesse Barke work on a project.

[f] Carter Boyle, Mark Bryant, and Austin Zegstroo during passing period.

Ethan Covello and Kenzie Imes on their phones in class.

Above Left: Dakota House in the hall between class. Above Right: Angel Tapia working on a computer.
[a] Laura Francis and Emma Fischer pose in front of the student store at lunch.

[b] Alyssa Riggs smiles while Amanda Muro flashes a peace sign.

[c] Rebekah Price carries out her duties as an office aid.

[d] Jamie Stewart and Justine Ferry smile for the camera.

ejvin Ramos takes a break from working to take a picture.

Sydney Lackey and Mrs. Klancke show off their Halloween costumes.

Amber Vandegraff and Megan Motter pose for a picture during science class.
Students at Cascade

Below: Cody Poschman and Kayla Bittle work diligently on the computers.

Below: Morelia Espinosa, Stephanie Valencia, and Cruz Montesinos smile to the camera.

Above: Mrs. Klancke, Lili Pflug-Tilton, Josh Pinneo, Jesse Barke and Mrs. Hagedorn pose for a picture.

Above Left: Here we have Payton Mulanax, Jacob Sax, and Luke Williams relaxing in their class.
Above Right: Mrs. Renner-Singer's class enjoys an expansive feast.

Students were asked what profession they wanted to pursue:

Jackie Olguin
Physical Therapist

Naomi Price
Kindergarten Teacher

Deja Perez
Nurse

Elijah Robles
Police Officer

Milani Alejo
Chef
Left: Noe Espinoza grins at Megan Motter's silly face. Right: Skye Campbell, Ira Lassen, and Ryan Everest proudly hold up a t-shirt made by the business ed class.

Top: Luis Lopez-Jaime, Carlos Herrera, and Axel Martinez chill in Mrs. Ravits's class.
Above Left: Tre Smith and Liam Johnson show off their best blue steel.
Above Right: Beatris Briseno, Nicole Arellano, and Laura Lopez pose for a picture.

Above: A freshman P.E. Class. Below: Carter Boyle, Harrison Krouse, and David Lemons having some fun with the science equipment.

ASB

General Student Body Officers
From left to right: President: Ranger Northrup, Treasurer: D'Andre Vasquez, Vice President: Caitlin Everest, and Secretary: Katie Schiefelbein.

Freshmen Class Officers
Left to right: Secretary Alexa Rogers, President Kascia Muscutt, Treasurer Josie Brenan, and Vice President Savana Stefanko.

Sophomore Class Officers
From left to right: Treasurer Hadyn Gunter, Vice President Abigail Brown, President Elise Brulotte, and Secretary Raul Mata.

Junior Class Officers
From left to right: Secretary Andrea Sorensen, Vice President Ryan Everest, President Jacelyn Bain, and Treasurer Rylee Jacobson.

Senior Class Officers
From left to right: Secretary Kieran Ringel, Treasurer Karely Ojeda, President Josue Claros, and Vice President Olivia Stoddard.
Top Left to Right: Gauge Disher, Christian Andersen, Dylan Smith, and Juan Mora.
Middle Left to Right: Gianna Storesi, Sheldon House, and Ryan Ferry.
Bottom Left to Right: Ashlyn Nag and Rose Robinson.

Math Is Cool
Top Left to Right: Kieran Ringel, Gabriel Wulfman, Ryan Everest, and Max Gilbert.

Web Design
Top Left to Right: Brooke Bennett and Ms. Murphy.
Bottom Left to Right: Rebecca Riz, Daniel Claros Rodriguez, Magali Olguin, and Jessica Avila Marquez.

HONOR SOCIETY

SPEECH AND DEBATE

Top Row left to right: Nikolai Kostka, Alexis Ibarra.
Middle Row left to right: Alondra Barragan, Duncan Allen, Nathan Hagan.
Bottom Row left to right: Zane Priebe, Grace Camp, Sarah Burshek.

DRAMA CLUB

Top Row left to right: Nikolai Kostka, Nicole Warren, Jason Stine, Nathan Hagan. Middle Row left to right: Noemi Espinoza, Jonah Gunter, Katie Boyd, Hadyn Gunter. Bottom Row left to right: Emma Skylstad, Grace Camp, Lizeth Vizcaino.
Knowledge Bowl

Science Bowl
Dan Paulson, Kieran Ringel, Caitlin Everest, Erin Mullins.

FBLA/DECA
2nd Row: Will Piers, Abigail Brown, Sarah Pinneo, Clare Nelle, Jacelyn Bain, Connor Nelle.
Equestrian

Left to Right: Brooke Bennett, Schyler Archer, Mackenzie Imes.

Climbing Club

Top (Left to right): Lane McKenney, Sheldon Flick, Simon Keyser, Jaden Disher, Jaxson Davidson, Megan Evans.


Bottom: Hadyn Gunter, Kieran Ringel, Olivia Stoddard.

Icicle Bycicle

Top: Connor Nelle, Avery Jacobson.

Bottom: Joshua Pedersen, Lane McKenney, Sheldon Flick.
Select Choir

Row four left to right: Madeline Schiefelbein, Haydn Gunter, Andrea Sorensen, Tayler Dodge
Row three: Jonah Gunter, Gabe Wulfman, Makena Alaiilima-Daley, Colby Pedersen, Quinn Ashcraft, Isaac Dayton
Row two: Abby Brown, Laura Walter, Josue Chans Rodriguez, Elise Brulotte, Julia Armstrong
Bottom row: Grace Camp, D'Andre Vasquez, Cindy Vasquez

Choir

Our name is...

Musicality

Concert Choir members Luke Haferman, Hans Schlyer, and Steven Tveten sing their harmony with expression.

Ms. Conrad leads the concert choir girls in singing a new song.

Concert Choir

Top row left to right: Avery Jacobson, Sarah Butrus
Middle row left to right: Emma Kampen-Palmer, Hans Schlyer, Sarah Pimeo
Bottom row left to right: Truh Merriman, Luke Haferman
Concert Band

Row four left to right: Spencerrole, Wilson Timpe, James Timkinso, Connor Nelle, Isai
Row three left to right: Clare.
Row two left to right: Sarah
Row one left to right: Sarah
Row two left to right: Sarah
Row one left to right: Sarah

Band

Our name is...

Harmony

Jazz Band

Left to right: Jacqueline Guzman-Garcia, Josue Claros
nguez, Christopher Ortiz
He left to right: Duncan Allen, Geddes Anderson, Harrison
Ad, Colby Pedersen
am left to right: Alexandra Barragan, Sarah Paulson, Sarah
ick. Kendall Felix

Sarah Paulson, Geddes Andersen, and Brian James
have some fun during a jazz band rehearsal.

The pep band plays a rousing tune to psych up the
crowd and the football team at the Peshastin field.

Katherine Boyd taking a short break from working to sip some needed coffee.

Our editors, Gracie Camp (newspaper), Lizeth Vizcaino and Abigail Brown (yearbook) take a moment from their busy responsibilities.

The Publications class having a Thanksgiving feast in honor of the upcoming holidays.

Nathan Hagan working diligently on his yearbook pages.

Mrs. Hesse hugging her Secret Santa (Gracie Camp) after Gracie opened her present for our Christmas party.
Top Row (left to right): Coaches Harry Knell, TJ Ka'apuni, Pastor Anaya, Dominique Coffin, Charlie Coffin, Todd Gilbert, Aaron Murphy
5th Row: Gavin Hall, Quinn Ashcraft, Hunter Reinhart, Harrison Krous, Colton Hagan, Dane Williams, Garrett Halseth
3rd Row: Jose Valdez, Julian Alvarez, Alejandro Sanchez, Andrew Magnaghi, Avie Stitt, Carter Ross, Jose Mendoza
2nd Row: Kurt Fraker, Ben Sunitisch, Jose Rivera, Isaiah Dayton, Chan Ferry, Eric Rosario, Jet Bailey, Eddie Camarena
1st Row: Payton Mulanax, Reese Resutek, Daniel Claros, Hebrew Engram, Teague Duncan, Isai Claros, Nathan McMahon

The Kodiak football team receives a pep talk from Coach Coffin.

Quarterback Dane Williams keeps the snap for a run down the line.
Quarterback Jose Mendoza awaits the snap as the offensive line prepares to block.

Our Name is: A.C.E

Attitude.
Concentration. Effort.

"I would like to thank my team for putting in the work this off-season. I truly believe it paid off this season. I'm excited to keep building up our team."

-Coach Dom Coffin

Jose Valdez, Alex Sanchez, Andrew Magnaghi, and David Nelson, pose for a photo on gameday.

Emmanuel Espinosa and Jose Rivera celebrate a great play by the Kodiaks.

Wyatt Guthrie and Jet Bailey celebrate a kodiak touchdown.

Freshman Teague Duncan makes the tackle against East Valley.

Left: Cascade prepares for the next play. Below: Ready to defend; Cascade waits for Omaha to snap the ball.

Julian Alvarez, Payton Mulanax and Reese Resutek

Payton Mulanax and Julian Alvarez carry the ball towards the end zone.
Ben Sunitsch waits for the snap from Eric Rosario.

Alex Sanchez and Hunter Reinhart run to defend the ball.

Freshman, Wyatt Lambert patiently awaits the snap.

J.J. Ferry and Isai Rosario watch from the sidelines.

Hunter Reinhart prepares to snap the ball while Alex Sanchez and Eric Rosario line up for the play.

Sophomore Avie Stitt defends his teammates while running towards the end zone.

Left: JV Football boys gather and strategize their game plan.

Hebrew Engram and Andrew Magnaghi read the offence.
Cascade Varsity Volleyball
Our name is...

Karely Ojeda passes a free ball, as Sierra Bittle waits to hit in the middle position.

Makena Daley and Ashley Ross jump to block the ball.

Analia Vasquez encourages her teammates.

The team comes together before the match and completes their team cheer.

Top Row (Left to Right) Coach Marni McMahon, Coach Cortez, Elise Bruelotte, Ashley Ross, Kaitlyn Craig, Analia Vasquez, Megan Evans, Makena Daley, Sarah Pickel, Sierra Bittle, Coach Coffin, and Coach Ross
Bottom Row: Abigail Brown, Madeline Schiefelbein, Karely Ojeda, and Olivia Stoddard.
Far Left: Megan Evans jumps to tip over the block.

Top: Madeline Schiefelbein serves the ball.

Bottom: The girls smile as they are introduced at state.

Above: Ashley Ross, Makena Daley, Madeline Schiefelbein and Karely Ojeda celebrate a great play.

Left: The team huddles up before a match.
Above: Coach McMahon helps and inspires during a match.
Below: The girls gather to own the court.

Seniors

Karely Ojeda high fives her teammates preparing to play.
Sarah Pickel jump sets the ball to the outside.
Sierra Bittle prepares to block at the net.
Olivia Stoddard digs a ball in the back row.

Team Work

1. Dorothy Espinosa gets ready to serve receive.
2. Elise Brulotte and Natalie Akers prepare to block.
3. The team gathers for support and instruction.
4. The team celebrates a great play.
5. Abby Brown jump sets the ball to her outside hitter, Elise Brulotte.
JV 2 Volleyball

Natalie Craig, Katelynn Warman, Eryn Warman, and Emma Palmer smile after a game.

The girls get some coaching during a timeout.

Emma Palmer, Eryn Warman, and Porter Stock jump to block a ball.

Shayla Murphy and Natalie Craig anticipate the ball.

Shayla Murphy and Porter Stock get ready for the ball at the net. Katelynn Warman sprints for the ball.

Cascade High School Volleyball

Top: (from left to right) Shayla Murphy, Natalie Craig, Emma Palmer, and Coach Ross.

Bottom: Katelynn Warman, Natalie Robles, Porter Stock, and Eryn Warman.
Girls Varsity Soccer

Middle Row: Anna Russell, Victoria Driscoll, Josie Brenan, Lauren Richardson, Ashley Parton, Maddie Vandel, Savanna Stefanko
Bottom Row: Julia Armstrong, Truh Merriman, Tayler Dodge, Greta Enloe, Cindy Vasquez, Kascia Muscutt, Kolby Hunt.

Left: Lauren Richardson striking the ball for a goal.
Right: Josie Brennan chases down the ball.
Right: Taylor Dodge looks to pass the ball.
Skylar Martinez dribbles past her defender.

Above: Senior goalkeeper Greta Enloe places the ball for a goal kick.

Emily Gaines takes a corner kick.

Kolby Hunt fights off her opponent.

Below: The team celebrates a goal against Cashmere.

Freshmen duo Josie Renan and Truh Merriman work together to get past the Cashmere defenders.

Savana Stefanko strikes the ball.

Below: The mighty Kodiaks celebrate a hard fought overtime win.

Cindy Vasquez looks to pass the ball.

Alexa Rodgers passes the ball.

Taylor Kelly maneuvers around her defender.

Ashley Parton steals the ball from the opponent.

Right: Junior Maddie Vandel runs up to take a kick.
Girls JV Soccer

Cascade Kodiaks JV 2016


Above: Kenya Guzman looks for a teammate during the throw in.

Alondra Acevedo takes a shot at goal.

Holly Butler winds up to throw the ball in.

Jessica Avila clears the ball away from danger.

Sarah Butruille shields the ball.
Cross Country

Our Name Is Endurance

The girl's varsity team takes off from the starting line at State.
Nikolai Kostka races with a smile through a tough stretch at the Ski Hill Invitational.

Baxter Phillips passes an opponent on the final hill at the Ski Hill Invitational.

Erin Mullins sprints off at the beginning of the race at State. She went on to win first place.

Sarah Paulson, Brooke McDevitt, Addie Astell, Kieran Ringel, Erin Mullins, Fern Conoley, and Alexandra Barragan grin proudly after winning league in Wenatchee.

1. Addie Astell charges up the hill at the Ski Hill Invitational with Katie Schiefelbein hot on her heels.
2. At the Ski Hill Invitational, Joseph Long pushes up the last hill.
3. Wyatt Whaley, Colby Pedersen, Connor Nelle, and Avery Jacobson wait with the rest of the boys' JV team for the start of their race.
1: Duncan Allen, Brian James, Thales Nunes, Raven Dawson, Tyler Parton, Joseph Long, Geddes Thompson, Kadin Lackey, Colby Pedersen, Harrison Arnold, Josh Pedersen, Sam Keziah, Assistant Coach Emerson Peek

2: Stephen Tveten, Jaden Disher, Eli Fishburne, Joseph Blake, Sheldon Flick, David Tveten, Trent Rubert, Jacob Smith, Gabe Wulfman, Nikolai Kostka, Baxter Phillips, Raul Mata, Tre Smith, Head Coach Robert Massey

3: Garrett Collier, Finn Johnson, Gauge Disher, Jack Plimmer, Dan Paulson, Will Nilles, Zane Lebe, David Bryant, Tim Wells, Will Cassayre, Avery Jacobson, Ivan Hernandez

4: Jacqui Guzman, Addie Astell, Kieran Ringel, Brooke McDevitt, Erin Mullins, Fern Conoley, Ele Schiefelbein, Sarah Paulson, Colby West, Rylee Jacobson, Alexandra Barragan

1. Gabe Wulfman paces himself through the first hill during the Ski Hill Invitational.
2. Kieran Ringel runs the course in the League Championships.
3. Jaden Disher sprints for the finish line at Ski Hill.
4. Rylee Jacobson dashes for the finish at the Ski Hill Invitational.
Andrea Sorensen, Halla Hafermann, and Sage Worden share a laugh while lining up for a victory cheer.

The cheerleaders perform "Rowdy" during third quarter of a home game.

Right: The cheer squad executes an extension prep stunt for the crowd.
Left: During a time out, the cheerleaders dance an 8-count while the band plays.

Right to left: Andrea Sorensen, Mikayla Dunn, Olivia Winters, and Halla Hafermann

Cheer
Our Name is Class
Back Row: Mikayla Dunn, Andrea Sorensen, Halla Hafermann
Middle Row: Juliana Plimmer, Ally Warnaca, Tamly Guzman
Front Row: Olivia Winters, Sage Worden

1. Juliana Plimmer grins after watching a good play.
2. Sage Worden and Tamly Guzman cheer loudly during a home game.
3. Ally Warnaca beams while rallying after a cheer.
Homecoming Week

1. The junior class celebrates their Homecoming Week victory. 2. Junior Christopher Ortiz leads Cascade's band during an eventful pep assembly. 3. Freshman Sage Worden shows her school spirit while staying warm and fuzzy. 4. Senior Bryson Murdock shows how creative the senior class can be when it comes to showing school spirit.

Dressed for Success

Sophomores Hadyn Gunter & Grace Rodriguez

Sophomores Halla Hafermann & Colby West

Juniors Addie Astel, Andrea Sorensen, and Quinn Ashcraft.
Left: Senior Jonah Gunter goes in for an attempt to get the ball over the net.

Left: Juniors Rylee Jacobson & Andrea Sorensen lunge to try and detach the frisbee from Senior Brooke McDevitt's grip.

Left: Here we have Freshman Kascia Muscutt planning out her next move meticulously.

Left: Senior Carter Welch has his game face on as he prepares for war (AKA volleyball).

Above: A big shoutout to Mrs. Hesse's second period Cornerstone Literature class for dressing up every single spirit day. That is dedication!

Above: Mr. Daley tries his best to control the crowd as we attempted our first indoors tug of war. Can you see this happening next year?

Freshmen
Olivia Winters & Madison Dye.

Senior Noemi Espinoza, Juniors Skylar Archer & Rebecca Bustos.

Seniors Caitlin Everest, Laura Waltar, & Kieran Ringel.
Coronation

The 2016 Cascade High School Royalty

Ally Warnaca's fellow cheerleaders explode with excitement as she is named Homecoming queen.

Junior royalty Andrea Sorensen and Finn Johnson on their walk during Coronation.

Sophomore prince and princess D'Andre Vaquez and Madeline Schiebelbein on their royal walk.

As Sophomore D'Andre Vasquez is announced prince of his class, his fellow classmates congratulate him.

"Squad" Olivia Stoddard, Sierra Bittle, and Senior class princess Sarah Pickel pose for a photo after the coronation ceremony.

Freshman prince and princess Teague Duncan and Josie Brennan at the Homecoming football game.

King Reid Rayfield's classmates cheer for him as he is named royalty.

King Reid Rayfield on Coronation night.
Andrea Sorensen leads her class in their cheer.

Kayla Bittle, Kaitlyn Craig, Megan Evans, Jaden Disher, Nicole Dunn, Tamly Guzman, Gianna Pistoresi, Jadyln Wilder, and Kendall Felix all sit together at the coronation ceremony.

Colby Pedersen and Nika Danelia act as mobsters in their senior skit.


Right: Josue Claros, Sierra Bittle, Ally Warnaca, Colby Pedersen, and Katie Schiefelbein all participate in their class cheer.

Left: Sheldon Flick after he was pied in the face for the Senior class skit.

Right: Ally Warnaca and Cindy Vasquez lead their class in a cheer while being carried by Bryson Murdock and Reid Rayfield.

Jaxon Davidson and Sheldon Flick "Titanic Pose" in their costumes after the skits.

Olivia Winters and Sage Worden lead their class in the Freshman cheer for Coronation.
Alexis Luna, Makenna Burpee, and Nicole Dunn enjoy the football game.

Baelee Pearson, Daniela Ledesma, Lauren Baker, Addie Astell, Ashley Parton, and Emily Gaines huddle together to keep warm while watching the football game.

Quinn Ashcraft, Jose Mendoza, Justin Hall, Oliver Thomson, Tre Smith, Garrett Halseth, and Dane Williams support the volleyball girls at Black Out night.

Makena Ala'ilina-Daley, Megan Evans, Emily Gaines, and Lauren Richardson get together to take a photo at Pink Out night at a football game.

Sierra Bittle, Sarah Pickel, Olivia Stoddard, Katelyn Ojeda, Reid Rayfield, and Cindy Vasquez smile for the camera at a football game.

Thales Nunes and Jacob Smith pose at a football game.

Laura Waltar, Noemi Espinoza, Jamie Stewart, Hailey Schroeder, Nika Danielia, and Thales Nunes in front of the student section to cheer on our football boys!
KODIAK KRAZIES
Our Name is Support

Lauren Baker and Addie Astell

Conrad Hasse and Leland Funke.

Olivia Stoddard

Tre Smith pinked out.

Cheerleaders pump up the students to encourage our football boys on a Friday night in Peshastin.

Reid Rayfield, Cindy Vasquez, Tayler Dodge, Greta Enloe, Tre Smith, Justin Hall, and Oliver Thomson watch from the front of the student section!

Our students anticipate Sarah Pickel's serve at a volleyball match!

Below: Karely Ojeda, Sierra Bittle, Sarah Pickel, and Olivia Stoddard cheer on our football boys on Kodiak Krazy night!
Fall Play: An Evening of Comedy

Below: Emma Skylstad and Noemi Espinoza play Greeks learning about babies from Laura Francis.

Right: Jason Stine plays Cronus in the Greek Mythology Olympiaganza.

Left: Colby Pedersen, despite having not auditioned, has once again found himself in the fall play.

Left Below: Nika Danelia and Lochlan Roach play reluctant actors in The Rehearsal. Right Below: Grace Camp acts as a stage manager and puts Tagen Mathews in his place.

Right: Jonah Gunter and Kelsey Turner act as star-crossed lovers in the Greek Mythology Olympiaganza.

Left: Nathan Hagan grasps his precious box.

Left Below: Emma Skylstad, Lizeth Vizcaino, and Noemi Espinoza portray the three furies of Hades. Right Below: Nicole Warren acts out as a ditzy performer.

Right: Hadyn Gunter plays a pretentious actress as she belittles Laura Francis' character.
Winter
Boys Varsity Basketball

From left to right: Coach Terry Muscutt, Jose Valdez, Bryson Murdock, Emmanuel Espinosa, Kadin Lackey, Coach Paul Fraker, Carter Welch, Jaden Disher, Dillon Samuel, Wyatt Guthrie, Jose Mendoza, and Coach Jimmy Fraker.

Far Left: Dillon Samuel jumps to the basket.

Middle: Jose Valdez jumps above the defense to make a basket.

Right: Carter Welch grabs the ball in mid-air.
From Left to Right: Kurt Fraker, Teague Duncan, Wyatt Lambert, Hans Schlyer, Raul Mata, Ethan Burpee, Carlos Herrera, and Coach Jim Fraker

Above: Jose Valdez pulls up for the jumper.

Right: The Kodiaks look to play good defense.

Left: Raul Mata looks to pass the ball.

Below: Hans Schlyer completes the pass.
While on the move, Emmanuel Espinosa looks for a teammate to pass to.

Jose Valdez keeps the ball away from the opposing team.

Wyatt Guthrie dribbles past the other team.

Carter Welch thinks about his next move.

Kadin Lackey blocks an opposing player.

Jaden Disher prepares to shoot.

Jose Mendoza dribbles down the court.

Kadin Lackey runs down the court to the basket.

Above: The team huddles for instruction. Far Left: Wyatt Guthrie jumps above his opponents to shoot. Left: Bryson Murdock looks for a teammate to pass the ball.

Our Name Is...

Perseverance
Top Row: Coach Terri Muscutt, Levi Larson, Isaiah Dayton, Hunter McQuain, Duncan Allen, Conrad Hasse, Will Cassayre, Mason Kelly
Bottom Row: Alex Sanchez, Lane McKenney, Avie Stitt

Above: Wyatt Lambert searches for an open teammate.
Below: Conrad Hasse makes a face while he makes a basket.

Left: The Kodiaks pay attention to Coach Muscutt during a timeout.
Below: Avie Stitt steps up at the free-throw line.

Above: Wyatt Lambert looks to make a move.
Left: Levi Larson dribbles as Duncan Allen posts up.
Top Row: Carmen Herrera, Dorothy Espinosa, Alondra Acevedo, Colby West, Kaija Lovelady, Bekah Francis
Bottom Row: Jocelyn Rodriguez, Nicole Dunn, Magali Olguin, Alexandra Barragan, Tamly Guzman

Bekah Francis goes up to block her opponent's layup.

Nicole Dunn looks for the pass to her teammates.

Magali Olguin flicks her wrist as she makes a pass.
Kaija Lovelady prepares to put up a free throw.

Dorothy Espinosa pivots to open up a pass.

Alondra Acevedo shots a free throw.

Colby West makes a pass to start off a play.

Kaija Lovelady looks for the layup.

Alondra Acevedo drives towards the basket.

Senior Alexandra Barragan makes her way down the court and to the basket.

Our Name is Determined
Marisol Brinkman defending her basket to stop them from scoring a point.

Left: Anlyn Flake passes to her teammate, preparing for the next play.

Right: Emily Smith prepares to pass the ball.

Emily Herrera preparing for a rebound.

Emma Halseth dribbles down the court.

The JV girls team huddles up, prepared to play an awesome game!

Katelynn Warman decides who to throw the ball to.

Corina Ramirez shoots a penalty basket, making it look effortless.

Above: Katelynn Warman getting ready to make a three pointer.

Left: Jocelyn Rodriguez passes the ball in bounds giving Cascade the upper hand.
JV Girls Basketball

Glenn Halseth, Alexis Luna, Nayeli Vasquez, Corina Ramirez, Jocelyn Rodriguez, Katelynn Warman, Emily Smith, Emma Halseth, Marisol Brinkman, Anlyn Flake, Emily Herrera, Estefany Vaquez, Ian Ross, and Dane Lewman.

Emily Smith, Anlyn Flake, Toni Haarhues, Estefany Vasquez, Tamly Guzman, Nayeli Vasquez, and Emily Herrera intently watch their teammates.

The JV team intently listens to their coach as she prepares them for the next game.
Mikayla Dunn does a trust fall with Olivia Winters during a performance.

Olivia Winters cheers for girls basketball.

Senior, Ally Warnaca, and Junior, Andrea Sorensen, pose for the mannequin challenge during a half-time performance.

Ally Warnaca holds a basketball with Andrea Sorensen as part of their half-time routine.

Above: Juniors, Mikayla Dunn, Juliana Plimmer, and Halla Hafermann, pose for a silly picture.

Cascade's cheer girls gather with their coach, Nona Crites, during basketball warmups.
Our Name Is...

Left to right:
Top row: Halla Hafermann, Juliana Plimmer, Andrea Sorensen, Mikayla Dunn.
Bottom row: Olivia Winters, Ally Warnaca and Sage Worden.

To the left: Ally Warnaca and Andrea Sorensen wait for instructions.

To the left: Halla Hafermann cracks up at her teammates following a cheer.

To the right: Freshman Sage Worden winks at a friend in the crowd.

To the right: Mikayla Dunn smiles at the crowd.
Our Name is Strength

Cascade Kodiak Wrestling 2016

Top Row: Coach Colin Sternagle, Josue Claros, Eric Rosario, Quinn Ashcraft, Arthur Drake, Julian Alvarez, Hunter Reinhart
Middle Row: Coach DJ Ferry, Juan Carlos Martinez, Axel Martinez, Gauge Disher, Tre Smith, Daniel Sandoval, Coach Jesus Sandoval
Bottom Row: Jesus Sandoval, Avery Jacobson, D'Andre Vasquez, Jayme Carlson, Jake Pospical, Daniel Claros

Above: Arthur Drake breaks down his opponent.
Above: Gauge Disher works to take down his opponent.
Above: Axel Martinez pins his opponent using the cradle.
Above: Avery Jacobson holds his opponent in a pinning combination.

Right: Concentrating, D'Andre Vasquez pushes to take down his opponent.

Right: Tre Smith uses the barb wire to pin his opponent.

Above: Daniel Sandoval looks for the pin on his opponent.

Right: Quinn Ashcraft shoots a single leg to gain two points.

Above: Hunter Reinhart breaks down his opponent.

Left: Josue Claros rests in referee's position.

Left: Daniel Claros holds the arm bar to pin his opponent.
Our Name is Entertainment

Jonah Gunter, dressed as the genie from Aladdin, delivers his pick-up line to Laura Walter.

Above: Karely Ojeda with Josue Claros, dressed as Maui from Moana, as he introduces his family to the audience.

Below: Wyatt Guthrie gazes toward the crowd, dressed as Aladdin.

Above Left: Tre Smith poses as Frozone from "The Incredibles."
Above Right: Colby Pedersen makes an attempt to sweep his escort, Olivia Stoddard, off her feet.

Whitney Wilkes listens attentively to Nikolai Kostka's creative interview response.

Dane Williams struggled to find the beat, but redeemed himself with an inspiring finish.

Bryson Murdock, dressed as Buzz Lightyear, and escort, Ally Warnaca, smile onstage together during Bryson's pick-up line.
Above: Garrett Halseth cheers passionately while sitting on Andrea Sorenson’s shoulders.

Left: With the help of Arthur Drake and Jose Mendoza, Wyatt Guthrie "lets it go."

Bryson Murdock lip-synchs passionately to Miley Cyrus’s hit song, "Wrecking Ball."

Right: Dane Williams woos Sarah Pickel with his well-prepared pick up line.

Below: Carter Welch, alongside escort Brooke McDevitt, delivers his interview response.

Above: Tre Smith basks in the glory of his shining synchronized swimming moment.

Below: Jonah Gunter accepts his winning Mr. Kodiak sash as Colby chuckles.

Right: Colby Pedersen serenades a T-Rex (Nikolai Kostka) with his trombone.
Top (left to right): Dane Williams, Wyatt Guthrie, Jonah Gunter, and Garrett Halseth.
Bottom (left to right): Josue Claros, Colby Pedersen, Nikolai Kostka, Carter Welch, Tre Smith, and Bryson Murdock

The Mr. Kodiak contestants strike a final pose after their hilarious synchronized swimming routine.

1. Carter Welch teaches the audience how to milk a cow (Bryson Murdock).
2. Mr. Lewman, Mrs. McMahon, Mrs. Dillon, Mr. Stubblefield, Ms. Ravits, and Mr. Daley sport their matching Mickey Mouse outfits for their dance routine.
3. Taylor Kelly, Tre Smith, and Cindy Vasquez enjoy the humor of the evening together.

Teachers form a pyramid following their dance routine.

4. The contestants perform impressive overhead lifts.

Ranger Northrup listens to Mr. Potato Head (Garrett Halseth).
Grizzled Old Men

Thales Nunes jumps at the chance to grab the basketball and dribble towards victory.

Gauge Disher steals the basketball from his opponent, a grizzled old man.

Wyatt Guthrie, guarded by his father, looks around for an open pass.

Jaden Disher vs. Mr. Johanson

Owen Massey for the 3-point.

Tre Smith shows his hops.

A focused Garrett Halseth.

Here we have a group of rowdy senior Cascade Kodiaks plotting their next step towards victory (which, as we know, didn't work out for them).

The champions of the night, The Grizzled Old Men, are pictured scheming a sure-fire game plan.
(A very cold) Spring
Track & Field
Our Name is Versatility


Erin Mullins determined to keep up her winning streak this season.

Isaac Dayton preparing for another season of throwing and hoping to go to state.

Jacquy Guzman warms up by running sprints.

Jaden Disher working hard at high jump to clear 7 ft. or more.

Leo Murillo perfects his form with throwing javelin.
Left: C.J. Ferry throws shot put to practice his events to improve his PR again this year.

Right: Colton Hagan perfects his shot put throwing technique.

Above: Leo Murillo practices throwing javelin to prepare himself for the season ahead.

Running Events

Below: Stephen Tveten practices jumping over hurdles for his events.

Addie Astell and Emily Gaines practice passing the track baton for their 4x100 relay and 4x400 relay.

Distance Events

Left: Jacque Guzman-Garcia pounds down the track during her warm up.

Left: Gabe Wulfman quickly practices his events at the Eastmont track.

Right: Duncan Allen jogging a few laps at the Eastmont track during practice.
Below: Julian Martinez effortlessly throws javelin while Charlie Dougan-Cromwell watches from the side.

Below: Marisol Brinkman warming up at the Eastmont Track to practice for her 400 meter run.

Below: Ashley Parton practicing hurdles so she can dominate her event.

Left: Oliver Thomson stretching his leg over a high hurdle to get used to the height of it.

Right: Gianna Pistoressi having fun practicing long jump at Eastmont.

Right: Julia Armstrong makes the high jump look easy.

Left: Katherine Boyd practicing her form on high jump.

Left: Jaden Disher taking a leap into the sand pit for the long jump at Eastmont.
Baseball

Right: Ben Sunitsch waits for the perfect pitch.
Below: Mason Kelly sprints to first base.

Above: Dillon Samuel keeps an eye on the batter ready for the action to start.

Far Left: Dillon Samuel swings at a good pitch.
Left: Conrad Hasse throws a ball from the outfield.

Above: "Good eye!" Quinn Ashcraft lets a bad pitch slide by.

J.J. Hall

Mason Kelly

Dane Williams
Top Row: Coach Gilbert, Coach Kelly, T.J. Thompson, Hunter Reinhart, Wyatt Lambert, Nate McMahon, Tyler Parton, Dillon Samuel, Ben Sunitisch, Simon Cummings, Coach Martin

Bottom Row: Coach Merritt, David Nelson, Mason Kelly, Wyatt Guthrie, Max Gilbert, Conrad Hasse, Hunter McQuain, Quinn Ashcraft, Dane Williams, J.J. Hall

Left: Max Gilbert watches as J.J. Hall throws the baseball to his teammate.

Right: Hunter Reinhart sees the pitch and prepares to make contact.

FACE TIME with the seniors

Wyatt Guthrie  Dane Williams  Max Gilbert
SOFTBALL

Our Name is UNITY

Top Row: (Left to Right) Whitney Wilkes, Olivia Stoddard, Sierra Bittle, Sarah Pickel, Emma Nielson, Makiowa Sutton, Kayla Bittle, Kaila Lovelady, Kaitlyn Craig, Analia Vasquez, and Sarah Paulson.


The J.V. Squad

Top Row: Emma Palmer, Kayla Bittle, Madison Hardy, Emma Nielson, and Makiowa Sutton.


Seniors Olivia Stoddard, Sarah Pickel, Sierra Bittle, and Whitney Wilkes pose for a game day photo.
The varsity team quietly spectates as the J.V. team shows off their skills.

**Top Right:** Senior Sierra Bittle waits for the pitch as Senior Sarah Pickel gets ready to run to home base.

**Bottom Right:** Freshman Truh Merriman catches a ball in the outfield.

**Above:** Junior Colby West polishes up her ground ball handling skills at practice.

**To the left:** Sophomore Kaija Lovelady hussles across the field to make the catch.

Andrea Sorensen warms up for a game.

Rylee Jacobson during throws to her partner during warm ups.

Madison Hardy catches a pitch.

Junior Analia Vasquez waits at the fence for her chance at bat.

Raul Mata makes an attempt to sneak the ball past his opponent to one of his teammates. Elias Ramirez keeps the ball in his possession as he dribbles towards the goal. Alexis Tovar charges towards his opponent to try to steal the ball from the other team.
"The best part about soccer is the teamwork aspect. We all work diligently together to do whatever it takes to win." - Gauge Disher (12)

Alex Lopez skillfully sneaks up behind an opponent and prepares to take the ball away.

Brian Sanchez kicks the soccer ball across the field.

Joseph Blake sprints as he looks for a teammate to pass the ball to.

Our Name is STAMINA

Game Faces

Arturo A. (9)
Nika D. (12)
Daniel S. (10)
Christopher O. (10)
Christian T. (10)
Alexis T. (12)

Jose Mendoza looks out to the field after saving his team from being one-upped.

Eduardo Camarena shows off his fancy footwork as he dribbles the ball away from two of his opponents.

"I've been playing soccer my entire life. I love the sport and I'm so excited to be taking the next step by playing it competitively in high school." - Victor Oropeza (9)
1. Eric Rosario controls the ball.
2. Jose Valdez goes in for the kill.
3. Julian Alvarez searches the field for an open pass.
4. Carlos Herrera sees who is available to pass to.
5. Arturo Avila goes in for a header to move the ball away from his opponent.
6. Luke Hafermann pushes his opponent out of the way in order to pass the ball over to one of his two teammates, Eric Rosario and Will Piers.
Our name is CONCENTRATION

Back Row: Coach Ken Baumann, Maddie Hontou, Ally Warnaca, Natalie Craig, Emma Halseth, Tori Driscoll, Alexa Rodgers, Coach Randy Alexander, and Coach Tynan Vincent.

Left: Stefan Zucktriegel practices his swing.

Below: Carter Welch watched the ball sail after a hard drive.

Above: Bryson Murdock and Garrett Halseth perfect their swings.

Below: Tori Driscoll and Alexa Rodgers work on their power drives.

Above: Natalie Craig prepares to take another swing during practice.

Right: Jacelyn Bain smiles during practice.


Bottom Row: Dorothy Espinosa, Maritsa Guerrero, Emily Herrera, Brisa Rodriguez, Alexandra Barragan, Marie Dickinson.

A. Dorothy Espinosa
B. Marie and James Dickinson pose with their rackets.
C. Hans Schlyer looks up at the soaring ball.
D. Kolby Hunt prepares to serve.
Les Misérables

Above: Colby Pedersen gives Treat Schubert a contemptuous look.
To the right: The Poor Chorus
Below: Treat Schubert and Nicole Warren in their feature song.

The Revolutionaries fight for a better life at the barricade.
Jason Stine plays the part of a convict.
Grace Camp reflects on being alone.
Colby Pedersen singing his solo "Stars."
Our Name is... Agility

Finn Johnson swings at the ball.

Above: Hans Schlyer prepares to serve the ball.

Above: Grace Rodriguez lobs the ball to the back court.
Right: Emily Herrera swings with her forehand.

A. Thales Nunes volleys. B. Wyatt Whaley lunges to hit the ball. C. Brisa Rodriguez steps up and swings. D. Zane Priebe serves to his opponent. E. Katie Schiefelbein returns from back court.
Above: The Convicts sing, "Look Down," as they march in the chain gang.

To the left: Jean Valjean, played by Jonah Gunter, experiences a pivotal transformation where he turns his life around.

Below: The Factory Workers sing.

Valjean (Jonah Gunter) warns Eponine (Grace Camp) of danger.

Enjolras (Landon Davies) inspires Combeferre (Gabe Wulfman) and other revolutionaries to fight.

Gabe Wulfman and Maddie Vandel.

Above: The happily married couple, Reid Rayfield and Andrea Sorensen, invitingly sing to the audience during "The Epilogue."

To the left: The Prostitutes sing, "Lovely Ladies."

Marius (Reid Rayfield) and Cosette (Andrea Sorensen) fall in love.
"Do You Hear the People Sing?"

A: Jonah Gunter and Treat Schubert haggle over the price for the guardianship of young Cosette.
B: The Revolutionaries fight against the military at the barricades.
C: Katie Boyd, Kassidy Wisemore, Jonah Gunter, and Treat Schubert discuss Fantine's (Maddie Valdel) suitability for working at the factory.
D: Reid Rayfield and Andrea Sorensen sing of their undying love.
E: Josue Claros and Laura Walter mourn the loss of their friend Eponine at the barricade.
F: Andrea Sorensen sings her solo, dreaming about her new life.
A: Reid Rayfield and understudy Laura Walter sing their duet, "A Heart Full of Love".
B: Treat Schubert, Emma Skylstad, and Nicole Warren revel in "Master of the House".
C: Colby Pedersen tries to recall where he has seen Jonah Gunter's character, Jean Valjean.
D: Tagen Mathews and Emma Skylstad try to focus on reading while others rollick around them at the inn.
E: At the wedding, Treat Schubert reveals the secret of Marius' (Reid Rayfield) rescue through the sewers.
F: Nika Danelia and Lochlan Roach drink and make merry at the inn.

Reid Rayfield and Grace Camp in the dramatic death scene of Grace's character Eponine.

"This scene was incredibly challenging because it was so emotionally taxing. Every night, Reid would carry my 'dead body' backstage and just give me the biggest hug. Though the acting was difficult, I am so glad I was able to act alongside Reid."
-Grace Camp

"It's easy to portray strong emotions on stage, especially when you have strong emotions for the people you are on stage with."
-Reid Rayfield
Elia Ala’iliima-Daley
Dwayne Allen
Soluna Andrucci
Larry Bailey
Travis Blue
Andrea Brixey
Nancy Chapman

Esther Christian
Dominique Coffin
Anne Conrad
Mary Cowan
Bill Davies
Tessa Dillon
Kelly Downs

Paul Fraker
Todd Fraker
Amanda Gildersleeve
Jim Graham
Dejaie Griffis
Erin Hagedorn
Valerie Hall

Margaret Hesse
Michael Hill
Joey Johanson
Beneva Johnson
Brett Johnson
Danielle Johnson
Gina Kelly

Jessica Klancke
Colin Levi
Dane Lewman
Dayle (Robert) Massey
Marni McMahon
Spring Miklosh
James Mitsuyasu

Brooks Murphy
Tammy Murphy
Lori Offut
Todd Pehowski
Molly Ravits
Malia Renner-Singer
Jesus Sandoval

Kaitlyn Schmitten
Omar Stubblefield
Kirk Sunitsch
Kim Valentine
Kathy Wendlandt

Staff
4th Row: Brooks Murphy, Dayle Massey, Paul Fraker, Ella Alailima-Daley, Dominique Coffin, Dwayne Allen, Mike Hill.
3rd Row: Todd Pehowski, Larry Bailey, Omar Stubblefield, Travis Blue, Dane Lewman, Joey Johanson, Margy Hesse, Jim Graham.
2nd Row: Tammy Murphy, Nancy Chapman, Jessie Klancke, James Mitsuyasu, Todd Fraker, Bill Davies, Teara Dillon.
1st Row: Brett Johnson, Andrea Brixey, Gina Kelly, Molly Ravits, Amanda Gildersleeve, Kathy Wendlandt, Beneva Johnson.

We caught Mrs. Brixey’s bright grin and her T.A. Emily Gains, during Mythology.

Left: In the library, Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Chapman hunt for misbehaving students.

Above: Mr. Pehowski explains concept to his business class.

Right: Mr. Massey views the world through his upside-down goggles.

Below: Mrs. Renner-Singer prepares for her classes.

Above: Mr. Allen explains a concept to Hunter McQuain’s group...

To the right. Mrs. Murphy and Mrs. Gildersleeve get together for a picture.

Left: Ms. Downs poses with Daniel Montanez during her class.
Exchange

Far left: Nika Danelia smiles on his way to Mr. Pehowski's class.
Left: Thales Nunes, Holly Butler and Nika Danelia

Our name is...

Exploration

Above: Thales Nunes smiles during a Knowledge Bowl practice.

Below: Thales Nunes poses in front of changing leaves.

Above: Cascade's Exchange Students take a picture in the fall.

Middle: Holly Butler grins in Intro to Business.
Left: Nika Danelia with a winning smile.
Right to left: Top Row: Danielle Johnson, Madison Wallace, Travis Blue, Noah Olsen, Will Nilles, Tyler Parton.
Second row: Carrie Southards, Kailee Roberts, Lauren Cruz, and Skyler Felix.

Noah Olsen glances at the photographer.

Carrie Southards smiles at the camera.

Left: Tyler Parton chats with a friend. Right: Lauren Cruz smiles.

Above: Madison Wallace works at her computer.

Will Nilles works on his studies.

Above: Skyler Felix works on a paper.
Freshmen

Below: Kodiaks show spirit on game day!

Left: Sage Warden, Natalie Craig, and Tagen Mathews in their superhero/supervillain gear.

Luke Hafermann showing his musical abilities.


Left: Anlyn Flake, Katelynn Warman, Rhiannon Barton, Eryn Warman, and Emma Nielson show their pearly whites.

Right: Tori Driscoll, Devan Archer, and Alexa Rodgers show friendship.

Right: Ezequiel Sanchez, Isai Claros, Dante Atkins, Kelvin Ramos, Christopher Oropeza, and Brian Ross enjoying a wholesome lunch.
Above: Sarah Butruille, Avery Jacobson, Austin McElravy, and Will Piers hanging out in the freshmen hallway.

Below: Emma Halseth and Anna Russell share a good laugh.

Above: Kascia Muscutt and Savana Stefanko enjoy each other's company and pose for a picture.

Above: Raiyna Fajardo, Sierra Miklosh, Rosita Cruz, Elizabeth Scadden, Carina Hernandez, Emma Palmer, and Emily Smith hanging out during lunch.

Right: Clare Nelle, Sarah Pinneo, Connor Nelle, Will Piers, and Cerena Everest run the student store.
Above: Harrison Arnold watching Zane Priebe playing games on their phones during lunch.


Above: Madeline Schiefelbein and James Young having lunch.

Left: Alexis Ibarra, Noe Espinoza, and Christian Tovar stop eating to smile at the camera.

Above: Samantha Meyer and Zoe McKernan hanging out in Ms. Ravits' room.

Left: Kevin Delte amazed at Chris Scoville as he balances a tater tot on his head.

Above: Jaydn Wilder and Paige Thorp posing for the camera during lunch.
Right: Justine Ferry, Maddy Hinds, and Jamie Stewart sitting next to the vending machines together.

Above: Ricardo Barragan focusing on his sewing skills for a project in Mrs. Gildersleeve’s class.

Left: Geddes Anderson, Ivan Mohrland and Harrison Arnold posing for the camera during lunch.

Above: Jennifer Ashford, Lili Pflug-Tilton and Ranae Haarhues taking a break from their math work.

Above: Ashley Ross and Kayla Bittle posing for the camera in Ms. McMahon’s room during lunch.
Above: Alondra Zelaya and Carmen Herrera smile while on a break during class.

Above: Veronica Oropeza, Rebecca Bustos and Magali Olguin laugh.

Above: Grace Rucker and Taylor Burris pose during Spanish.

Members of the junior class pose in their Kodiak Krazy gear.

Far Left: Alejandro Lopez, Leo Murillo, Juan Joya and Octavio Ramirez working together.

Left: Rosa Varona and Marlo Dickinson enjoy their class time together.

Far Left: David Bryant and Connor Head in art.

Left: Lauren Carlson and Mrs. Cowen smile.

Far left: Juan Mora, Elias Ramirez, and Chan Ferry striking a pose.

Left: Mikayla Dunn and Sam Smith enjoying learning in Ms. Johnson's class.
Baelee Pearson, Daniela Ledesma, and Lauren Baker show Kodiak Spirit.

Citrally Fonseca and Veronica Orepeza study.

Angel Tapia plays his guitar in the hallway.

Above: Brian Sanchez and John Flores eat in the Commons.

Above: Alyssa Riggs and Amanda Muro laugh.

Above: Jason Stine, Devon McElravy, and Chris Ryles work on a project in Composition.

Above: Carter Boyle, Harrison Krous, and David Lemons enjoy class.

Above: Kristian Andersen and Taylor Burris smile in the hallway.

The camera catches Mackenzie Imines smiling.

Jayme Carlson showing off his smile during class.

Octavio Ramirez studies his work.

Above: Dylan Smith, first semester office aide, gives a thumbs up.
Nicole Arellano
You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think.

Ariana Avila

Alexandra Barragan
It is what you make of it :)

Brooke Bennet
Sometimes it's the most difficult horses that have the most to give you. This one's for you Pepper. - Hailey Arms

Sierra Bittle
There are far far better things ahead than any we leave behind. - C.S. Lewis

Julianna Bowden
Don't be afraid of being different. Be afraid of being the same as everyone else.

Joseph Blake
Beatriz Briseno

Guadalupe Brito
Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail. - Ralph W. Emerson

Cain Burmester

Riley Cameron

Grace Camp
Everything is exciting! Particularly existence. Existence is the most thrilling fact of all.

Josue Claros
They misunderstood me. - George W. Bush

Sadie "Fern" Conoley

Ethan Covello
Lauren Cruz

High school for me was like looking both ways before crossing the street and getting hit by an airplane.

Isaac Dayton

Don’t count your days; make your days count. - Muhammad Ali

Gauge Disher

Life doesn’t give you what you want. It gives you what you deserve.

Jaden Disher

Life is short. Make it saucy. - SaucyTrash

Tayler Dodge

Can I get a Meal Deal D with a Baja Blast Freeze?

Charles Dougan-Cromwell

Greta Enloe

Would I rather be feared or loved? Easy. Both. I want people to be afraid of how much they love me. - M. Scott
Emmanuel Espinosa
The darkest hour is just before the dawn.

Noemi Espinoza
Just be yourself. Let people see the real imperfect, wierd, beautiful, and magical person you are.

Caitlin Everest
Beware; for I am fearless, and therefore powerful." - Mary Shelley

Karina Feliciano
Hey, will you look at that?

Reiley Flake

Sheldon Flick
Don't get lost in the sauce. Let the sauce get lost in you.

Luis Fonseca
The things that have been most valuable to me I did not learn in school. - Will Smith

Laura Francis
I lack what the English call character, and by that I mean the power to refrain. - Alan Bennett
Bishop Gaughan

Maxwell Gilbert
FREEDOM!!! - William Wallace, aka Braveheart

Jonah Gunter
There are two things a person should never be angry at: what they can help, and what they cannot.
- Plato

Wyatt Guthrie

Colton Hagan
"Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, and I'm not sure about the former.
- Albert Einstein

Gabriel Hall
"I'm here so I don't get fined." - Marshawn Lynch

Garrett Halseth
"Make America great again." - Donald Trump

Amaio Healy-Pieretti
"I didn't fail the test, I just found 100 ways to do it wrong." - Benjamin Franklin
Ryker Henry
Second star to the right and straight on 'til morning. - Peter Pan

Ivan Hernandez

Lizbeth Hernandez-Delgado

Nikolas Hol

Edward Sterling Horner

Sheldon House

Liam Johnson-Lewis

Nikkole Jones
"Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil."
Taylor Kelly
"By the grace of God I am who I am." - 1 Corinthians 15:10

Kadin Lackey
"A man who will not die for something is not fit to live." - Martin Luther King Jr.

Ira Che Lassen

Sydney Lackey

Haley Lee
Some people are like clouds. When they disappear, it's a beautiful day.

Laura Lopez
I am my own muse. I am the subject I know best. The subject I want to better. - Frida Kahlo

Chase Lord

Nikolai Kostka
"Honestly, I didn't think I would get this far." Plankton, Spongebob Squarepants
Julian Martinez

Skylar Martinez
I love bread. - Oprah Winfrey

Owen Massey
"If people sat outside & looked at the stars each night, I bet they'd live a lot differently." - Calvin & Hobbes

Brooke McDevitt
"We love because He first loved us." - 1 John 4:16

Alejandro Mendez
You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. - Dr. Seuss

Luka Mohrland

Erin Mullins
I took a deep breath and listened to the old brag of my heart. I am, I am, I am.

Bryson Murdock
Better to fight for something than live for nothing. - General, George S. Patton
Ranger Northrup
"The only time I set the bar low is for limbo." - Michael Scott

Karely Ojeda
Don't stop. Don't hesitate. You can't be scared of what's next. Do not let fear get in your way.

Daniel Paulson

Chasen Peart
Look forward and to the light not to the past and to the dark. You can see in the light but not in the dark.

Colby Pedersen
"May God have mercy upon my enemies, because I won't." - George S. Patton

Baxter Phillips
"I don't know where I'm going, but I'm on my way." - Carl Sagan

Sarah Pickel

Jack Plimmer
Jake Pospiscopal

There's a little yellow man in my head.

Jose Arturo Ramirez

Reid Rayfield

"Let us read, and let us dance; these two amusements will never do any harm to the world." - Voltaire

Tatem Resutek

Kieran Ringel

May your trials be crooked, winding, lonesome, dangerous, leading to the most amazing view.

Kailee Roberts

Yulisa Rosario

"People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel." - Maya Angelou

Carla Sarabia

"I am the greatest, I said it even before I knew I was." - Muhammad Ali
Katie Schiefelbein
"It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live."
- J.K. Rowling

Hailey Schroeder
Sometimes people have to fall apart to realize how much they need to fall back together.

Tre Smith
"Be strong & courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged, for the lord your God will be with you wherever you go."
- Josh 1:9

Olivia Stoddard
"Whatever you do in this life, it is not legendary unless your friends are there to see it."
- How I Met Your Mother

Mikayli Thorp
Strength grows in the moment when you think you can't go on but you keep going anyways.

Makiya Thompson

Alexis Tovar
"If you can find a path without obstacles, it probably doesn't lead anywhere."
- Frank A. Clark

Cindy Vasquez
"I'm sorry that everyone is so jealous of me, but I can't help it that I'm so popular."
- Gretchen Weiners
Cinthya Vizcaino
"It's not always what you say that matters, sometimes it's what you don't say." - Mr. Krabs

Lizeth Vizcaino
They tried to bury us. They didn't know we were seeds. - Mexican Proverb

Laura Waltar
"No soul that seriously and constantly desires joy will ever miss it. Those who seek find." - C.S. Lewis

Allison Warnaca
Believe you can and you will.

Nicole Warren
"It's a dangerous business, going out of the door. There's no telling where you might be swept off to." - Bilbo

Carter Welch
The true warrior fights not because he hates what is in front of him, but because he loves what is behind him.

Wyatt Whaley
Right or wrong. Make a decision. The road of life is paved with flat squirrels who couldn't make a decision.

Whitney Wilkes
Difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations.
Class of 2017

Beatris Briseno and Laura Lopez giggle outside of Mr. Pehowski's class.

Cain Burmester chugs a gallon of chocolate milk in his class.

Mrs. Hesse's first semester, second period, senior literature class shows off their school spirit dressed in red and gray.
Laura Francis chills out in Spanish class.

Sheldon House and his friend David Nelson create art.

Nicole Warren shows her appreciation for a certain teacher.

Katie Schiefelbein laughs as she poses with her "defendants", Carla Sarabia and Liam Johnson.

Mikayli Thorp getting caught mid-selfie.

Ethan Covello contemplates the important things in life.

Mrs. Brixey's second semester, third period, Mythology class poses in their Greek attire.
2017 Seniors

Build a Meme Empire

Noemi Espinoza and Sheldon Flick

Travel the World

Olivia Stoddard and Colby Pedersen

Win a Nobel Peace Prize

Grace Camp and Jonah Gunter

Make a Living as a Famous Athlete

Erin Mullins and Wyatt Guthrie
Most Likely To...

Be Featured in a Beyoncé Music Video

Sydney Lackey and Reid Rayfield

Make a World Renown Medical Discovery

Caitlin Everest and Daniel Paulson

Brighten Someone's Day with their Smile

Whitney Wilkes and Josue Claros

Most Likely to Live in a Yurt

Ranger Northrup and Nikolai Kostka
Senior Pride!

First Row (Left to Right): Alejandro Mendez, Nikolai Kostka, Brooke Bennet, Ariana Avila, Ira Lassen, Wyatt Whaley

Second Row (Left to Right): Whitney Wilkes, Jaden Disher, Isaac Dayton, Bishop Gaughan, Julian Martinez, Charlie Cromwell, Arturo Ramirez

Third Row (Left to Right): Chasen Peart, Cinthya Vizcaino, Ivan Hernandez, Mikayli Thorp, Alexis Tovar, Sheldon House, Hailey Schroeder, Chase Lord

Fourth Row (Left to Right): Carla Sarabia, Julie Bowden, Lupe Brito, Nicole Arellano, Laura Lopez, Yulisa Rosario
Grace Camp and Lizeth Vizcaino

Gracie,
Even when ill, you completed the newspaper. Your support of each staffer was always so positive. We are excited about your next steps in college and beyond. Hope you take the world by storm!

What can be said about our two dedicated senior editors? They have led by example, giving countless extra hours working on the annual and newspaper editions. Amazing!

Lizeth,
Your kindness and can-do attitude was inspiring. And no matter how far behind someone else was, you stepped in and gave your time so the work could be done, and done with quality.
Tre' Malik Smith

WOW Tre! It's been a fun and adventurous journey ever since the day you were born. You filled our hearts with joy and laughter plus a sense of pride and thankfulness. We have watched you grow into the fine young man you have become. Your love and devotion to God has been an inspiration to many. Keep up the tremendous work. You'll always be in our hearts.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Grandma & Grandpa

Nika Danelia

Nika,
Thank you for adding so much to our lives. We will remember you always and wish you the very best. Remember, squirrel, peanuts are addictive!

Love,
Ken, Paula, Chandler, Colbs and Charlie!

Max

Given enough start-up capital and adequate research facility, you could be Batman!
We love you! Mom, Dad, Tay
Nicole Warren

Always Remember, you are BRAVER than you believe, STRONGER than you seem, SMARTER than you think and LOVED more than you know.

We are very proud, Love Mom and Charlie

Owen Graham Massey

Keep climbing toward your dreams, with your strong determination, focus and commitment. We're proud of your accomplishments, your values, your kindness and spirit of adventure. Love, Mom, Dad, Charlotte, Honey, Niko and Little Kitty.

JONAH GUNTER

Thank you for being an exceptional big brother and devoted son. We cherish your kindness and adventurous spirit. Thank you for always bringing music and laughter into our home and the silver lining for any given obstacle. You make us proud and raising you has been an absolute gift.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Hady, Jesse, Taye, and Eve
Colby J. Pedersen

You’ve learned to crawl, walk, ride a bike, drive a car, conquer stage fright and become a great actor and wonderful vocalist. The future is yours, and we know you will do great things and continue to grow as a Godly man, trustworthy friend, and loving brother and son. Congratulations Colby!
Love, Dad, Mom and Josh

BROOKE BENNETT

Happy Graduation, Brooke!

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments these last four years.

All our Love,

Mom, Dad & Quinn
Olivia Grace Stoddard

Eighteen years ago, our Demi Moore sound alike came screaming into the world. Honestly, we could hear but good as she flew down the birth canal. And, our calm, tiny clan of 3 become an oh-so-full party of 4. Full of deliciously husky chitter-chatter and ridiculously willful, big lunged rantings. Full of wildly funny childhood antics and one or two (thousand) time outs. Full of a flat-out inspiring, NEVER QUIT commitment to her educational and athletic pursuits and an undeniable physical beauty inherited from her devoted Daddy. Full of sweet, little feather kisses for her Mama’s cheek and an unwavering compassion for those lucky enough to hold a place in her gorgeous, open heart. Olivia Grace Stoddard; AKA: Liv, Livie, Livie-Lou, Ya-Ya, Ya, O. Our Liv knows how to LIVE.

Carter Welch

This is the part where your mom is supposed to write something sappy & you’re dad takes half credit by signing his name ...

Forget that! Go be the man we raised you to be!!!

Love Mom (& Dad)

Noemi Espinoza-Nunez

We saw in you a beautiful and smart girl who never gave up on her dreams, someone who is able to accomplish anything with effort and perseverance. Remember that we love you, and we will always be here for you.

-Mom & Dad
It has been a blessing to be your parent for these first 18 years. I am so very proud of you and the man you have become, and for all you are and all God has in store for you. May you never forget to put GOD first. I love you more than words can tell.

We are so proud of your hard work, your diligence, your strong convictions, and your compassionate heart. Thank you for bringing so much joy, happiness and laughter to our lives. We are excited to see where God will lead you. Continue to keep Him #1.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Taylor and Zoe

Ally, We are so incredibly proud of you and the amazing, beautiful, young lady you have become. You can truly do anything you set your mind to and have proven that for 18 years. :-) Your family is watching proudly. We are always here for you.
We love you,
Mom and Dad
Wyatt Dean Guthrie

Basketball is an expression of life. A single sometimes glittering thread that reflects the whole. Like life, basketball is messy and unpredictable but also rewarding and satisfying. It has its way with you no matter how hard you try to control it. Be strong, humble and steadfast, thankful, optimistic, and loving. The trick is to experience each moment with a clear mind and an open heart. When you do that the game - and life - will take care of itself.

We love you,
Dad, Mom & Sierra
Our Year....

**Erin Mullins wins State cross country competition.** November 5th

**Cross County team competes at State.** November 12th

**Fall Play - An Evening of Comedy** November 12th

**Girls Soccer State**

**December 19th - January 2nd**

**Christmas Break**

**February 13th**

**Challenge Day**

**February 17th**

**Wrestlers compete at the State competition.**

**Speech and Debate State**

**March 11th**

**Spring Fling Dance**

**March 11th**

**Spring Play - Les Miserables**

**March 20th**

**State Track**

**May 27th**

**Graduation**

**June 10th**

**Last Day of School**

**June 15th**
West, Colby K 31, 33, 36, 39, 48, 49, 66, 67, 92
Whaley, Wyatt W 32, 72, 73, 105
Wilder, Jaydn J 14, 15, 38, 39, 86, 89
Wilkes, Whitney 56, 66, 67, 105, 109, 110
Williams, Dane H 20, 40, 56, 57, 58, 59, 64, 65, 105, 106
Williams, Luke C.A. 6, 85
Willms, Mykel L 85
Winters, Olivia M 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 52, 53, 61, 85
Worden, Sage T 7, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 53, 61, 82, 85
Wulfman, Gabriel 11, 14, 16, 33, 61, 62, 75, 90, 92, 119

Y
Young, James R 61, 86, 89

Z
Zegstroo, Austin C 4, 92
Zelaya, Alondra 12, 90, 92
Zucktriegel, Stefan 71, 90, 92
München Haus

Bavarian Grill and Beer Garden
Premium German Sausages
Microbrews on tap
Local wines
Family Friendly
Spectacular outdoor setting
Breathtaking view of the Cascade Mtns.
709 Front Street Leavenworth, WA 98826
509.548.1158 www.munchenhaus.com

DER SPORTSMANN

837 Front Street
Leavenworth, WA 98826

Phone: 509-548-5623
E-mail: dwaynemcmahon@msn.com
THE TAFFY SHOP
Cary Sanger

900 Front St. Ste F
Leavenworth, WA 98826

509-548-4857
Est. 1987
www.leavenworthtaffyshop.com

KATHY WOLF
Pharmacist

VILLAGE PHARMACY
Your Hometown Pharmacy

815 Front St.
Leavenworth, WA
98826

(509) 548-7622
vilphar@nwi.net

SOUTH
Fresh, Modern, Latin Food & Drink

913 FRONT ST.
LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826
(509) 888-HEAT (4328)

7 N. WORTHEN ST. E15
WENATCHEE, WA 98801
(509) 888-LIME (5463)

CAPPY BOND & PRICE GLEDHILL

CAPPY@SOUTHERESTAURANTS.COM  PRICE@SOUTHERESTAURANTS.COM

Sulla Vita

509-888-3440

931 Front St.
Leavenworth, WA 98826
The Little Bakery with the Big Heart

Known for delicious locally roasted espresso, homemade cookies & so much more!

Get away from the corporate cafés and try this local staple. Located conveniently on Commercial Street, we offer a little bit of everything all year round.

509.548.6592
828 Commercial Street
Leavenworth, WA
www.gingerbreadfactory.com
Open daily at 8 am

---

CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 2017

Well done Kodiaks!
Good Luck in all your future ventures.

---

Events Every Week

Krampus' Cave

900 Front Street, Downstairs
(509) 888-2422

Comics
Board Games
Oddities

---

Cashmere Valley Bank

117 Aplets Way • Cashmere
(509) 782-1501
Member FDIC